CASE STUDY

to the world’s most luxurious hotels, resorts, retail outlets, restaurants and stylish kitchens

SAN CARLO & McTAGGARTS

unparalleled beauty

Avonite Studio Collection, Amber Glass

Avonite Studio Collection, Ruby Glass

PROJECTS

San Carlo Stylish new restaurant
McTaggarts Family run pub and restaurant
LOCATIONS

6-7 South Parade, Leeds (San Carlo)
Church Street, Ashill (McTaggarts)

Avonite solid surfaces from Sylmar are the number one choice in the world’s leading hotels, restaurants
and bars. Inspired by natural materials, Avonite’s high quality, ultra hygienic surfaces are designed to make a
bold statement. With a range of striking colours to suit all styles and decors, Avonite is guaranteed to be the
perfect fit.
Sylmar’s customer care team know that every project is different - that’s why we’re always available to make
sure yours runs as smoothly as possible. From supplying product pre-prepared to save you time, to
accommodating last minute changes to meet tight deadlines, we’ll provide the highest level of service throughout
your project.

unparalleled beauty

CASE STUDY

Avonite Studio Collection, Amber Glass with bespoke gold trim added by designer & fabricator

SAN CARLO & McTAGGARTS

to the world’s most luxurious hotels, resorts, retail outlets, restaurants and stylish kitchens

Avonite Studio Collection, Ruby Glass clearly demonstrates light reflective properties

TESTIMONIALS

‘‘

Sylmar are very knowledgeable about the products they supply, they have a good distribution network and a large
amount of sales and support staff.
The Avonite Glass range was chosen for its unique translucent properties that are not available with other materials.
The architect wanted to highlight areas of the restaurant with indirect lighting, so the Avonite acted as a great diffuser
of light. We manufactured the front and back bar top, a three-metre wide paneled wall and a reception counter top.

‘‘

We offer Sylmar products to our customers as a top end unique solid surface product, and will continue to offer it.
Mark Robinson from Solid Surfaces North West chose Avonite for San Carlo,
an award-winning Italian restaurant in Leeds

‘‘

My experience of dealing with Sylmar was very good. Our sales representative, Scott, was very helpful and when we
asked for larger samples we got them without any problem.
I loved the product and had wanted to use it for a long time. The client was happy with it as they wanted something
that was a bit unusual - the translucent colour was fantastic, like raspberry jelly before the water is put in.

‘‘

I’d definitely use Avonite again in future projects.

Brod Whitehead, from Ambassador Interiors, specified Avonite
for McTaggarts bar and restaurant in Ashill, Norfolk
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